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SEMI-INCLUSIVE PRODUCTION OF PIONS IN DISAND �d� �u ASYMMETRY �V. Uleshhenkoa;b, A. Szzureka and J. SpethaInstitute of Nulear Physis, 31-342 Craow, PolandbInstitute for Nulear Researh, 03-028 Kiev, UkraineInstitut für Kernphysik, KFA, Jülih, Germany(Reeived July 13, 2000)We disuss the role of some nonpartoni e�ets whih lead to N�+p 6=N�+n and N��p 6= N��n and may therefore modify the onlusion on the�d� �u asymmetry extrated from semi-inlusive prodution of pions in DIS.Quantitative estimations for resolved photon and exlusive �0 are givenas examples. The results are disussed in the ontext of reent HERMESdata.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le 1. IntrodutionIn order to understand the nature of the Gottfried Sum Rule violation [1℄two di�erent Drell�Yan experiments were performed [2, 3℄. The integratedresult for the asymmetry from a more omplete Fermilab experiment [3℄ isR 10 [ �d��u℄ dx= 0.09� 0.02, to be ompared with the NMC result: R 10 [ �d��u℄ dx= 0.148 � 0.039. The NMC integral asymmetry apears slightly bigger. Itwas suggested reently [4℄ that the di�erene an be partly due to largehigher-twist e�ets for F p2 � F n2 . Reently the HERMES ollaboration [5℄used semi-inlusive unpolarized prodution of pions to extrat the asymme-try.We disuss brie�y a disturbing role of some nonpartoni proesses whihloud the extration of the asymmetry from semi-inlusive DIS.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2443)



2444 V. Uleshhenko, A. Szzurek, J. Speth2. Quark-parton model approahIn the quark-parton model (see Fig. 1(a)) the generalized semi-inlusivestruture funtion an be written asFN!�2 (x;Q2; z) =Xf e2fxqf (x;Q2)Df!�(z) ; (1)where the sum runs over the quark/antiquark �avours f = u; d; s, qf arequark distribution funtions and Df!�(z) are so-alled fragmentation fun-tions.
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Fig. 1. Di�erent possible mehanisms of the pion prodution: (a) quark fragmenta-tion, (b) VDM ontribution, () elasti prodution of the �0 meson and its deay.The isospin and harge onjugation symmetries allow to redue the num-ber of fragmentation funtions to two: favoured D+(z) and unfavouredD�(z) 1.In the QPM one an ombine semi-inlusive ross setions for the pro-dution of �+ and �� on proton and neutron targets to isolate a quantitysensitive to the �avour asymmetry [5℄�d(x)� �u(x)u(x)� d(x) = J(z)[1 � r(x; z)℄� [1 + r(x; z)℄J(z)[1 � r(x; z)℄ + [1 + r(x; z)℄ ; (2)1 A third type of fragmentation funtions Ds(z) for strange quarks does not enter thequantity analyzed here (2).



Semi-Inlusive Prodution of Pions in DIS and �d� �u Asymmetry 2445where J(z) = 35 1+D�(z)=D+(z)1�D�(z)=D+(z) and r(x; z) = N��p (x;z)�N��n (x;z)N�+p (x;z)�N�+n (x;z) . In theabsene of other mehanisms the equation an be used to extrat the x-dependene of the di�erene �d� �u.In order to demonstrate the e�et of nonpartoni omponents on theextration of �d � �u asymmetry we need to �x the e�etive fragmentationfuntions whih the main partoni term will be alulated with. Most of themodel fragmentation funtions were onstruted in the ontext of e+e� pionprodution data, where amount of �+ and �� produed is equal, and donot manage to desribe separately multipliity distributions of positive andnegative pions in DIS [6℄. Besides separate yields of �+ and �� the QPMformula (2) diretly depends also on the ratio of unfavoured and favouredfragmentation funtions.Surprisingly only a rather old Field�Feynman parametrization [7℄ pro-vides a good representation of the available ep pion prodution data in theHERMES kinematial region [6℄. This parametrization will be used in thefollowing analysis. 3. Nonpartoni omponentsFor small Q2, as in the ase of the HERMES experiment , some meh-anisms of nonpartoni origin may beome important too. For instane thevirtual photon an interat with the nuleon via its intermediate hadronistate. Suh a mehanism an be desribed within the vetor dominanemodel (VDM). The photon ould also �utuate into a pair of pions, whereboth or one of them interat with the nuleon. Some exlusive proesses anprodue pions diretly or as deay produts of heavier mesons.To our best knowledge none of suh proesses has been investigated inthe literature. Their in�uene on the extrated �d��u asymmetry also remainsunknown. Here for illustration we disuss only two of them.3.1. VDM ontributionLet us start from the VDM omponent (see Fig. 1(b)). It was shownreently that the inlusion of the VDM ontribution and a related modi�a-tion of the partoni omponent help to understand the behaviour of struturefuntions F p2 and F d2 at small Q2 and broad range of Bjorken-x [8℄. Thismodel was on�rmed by a reent analysis of the Q2-dependene of the worlddata for F p2 �F n2 [4℄. The model for inlusive struture funtions [8℄ an begeneralized to semi-inlusive prodution of pions:
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FN!�2 (x;Q2; z) = Q2Q2 +Q20 Xf e2fxqf (x;Q2)De�f!�(z)+ Q2� XV 12V �V N!�X(s1=2)M4V(Q2 +M2V )2 
V (x;Q2): (3)The seond sum above runs over vetor mesons V = �0; !; � and 
V deribesa orretion fator due to �nite �utuation time of virtual photon into vetormesons for large x [8℄.The inlusive ross setion for pion prodution in vetor meson (�0; !; �)sattering o� proton and neutron is not known experimentally. In analogyto the total ross setion the pion prodution inlusive ross setion �0N !��X an be estimated as:�(�0p! ��X) � 1=2 [�(�+p! ��X) + �(��p! ��X)℄ ;�(�0n! ��X) � 1=2 [�(�+n! ��X) + �(��n! ��X)℄ : (4)Experimental data from the ABBCCHW ollaboration [9℄ at p�lab = 8, 16GeV orrespond approximately to the range of the HERMES experiment [5℄.However, the experimental spetra for ��p! ��X ontain omponentsdue to peripheral proesses, whih are spei�, di�erent for di�erent beams.We wish to note that peripheral proesses in the �+p ! �+X and ��p !��X reations do not ontribute to the �0p! ��X reation and should beeliminated; only nondi�rative omponents for �p! �X reations should betaken into aount. This requires a physially motivated parametrization ofthe �+N ! �+X data. Therefore we have parametrized the experimentaldi�erential ross setions for four di�erent reations ��p ! ��X from [9℄as a sum of entral and peripheral omponentsd�dxFdp2? = d�endxFdp2? + d�perdxFdp2? : (5)The details of the analysis will be given elsewhere [6℄. Beause the CM-energy of the ABBCCHW ollaboration is very similar to that of the HER-MES experiment, we believe that the parametrization is suitable in the lim-iting range of energy relevant for the HERMES experiment [5℄. The rosssetions on the neutron an be obtained from those on the proton by assum-ing isospin symmetry for the hadroni reations.



Semi-Inlusive Prodution of Pions in DIS and �d� �u Asymmetry 2447The analysis of experimental data [9℄ ombined with the assumption ofisospin symmetry strongly indiate that for the nondi�rative omponents [6℄�(�0p! ��X) 6= �(�0n! ��X) : (6)This automatially means that the VDM ontribution modi�es the r.h.s. ofEq. (2).

Fig. 2. The �true� (solid) and the modi�ed by the entral VDM ontribution �d��uu�dalulated aording to l.h.s. and r.h.s. of Eq. (2), respetively, as a funtion ofBjorken-x for di�erent values of z and W = 5 GeV.In Fig. 2 we show a modi�ation of the measured HERMES quantity �d��uu�ddue to the VDM omponent. In the present alulation the photon-protonCM energy was �xed at the average HERMES value W = 5.0 GeV2 andthe quark fragmentation omponent was resalled by a fator Q2Q2+Q20 (seeEq. (3)). The solid line represents �d��uu�d obtained diretly from the partondistributions [12℄. As an be seen from the �gure the r.h.s. of Eq. (2) learlydeviates from the partoni result. Thus, if not aneled by other e�ets, thequark �avour asymmetry extrated from semi-inlusive experiments in thesimple QPM approah seems to be highly overestimated.3.2. Exlusive � meson produtionThe exlusive meson prodution �N ! MN 0 is not inluded in thefragmentation formalism and may also modify the extration of �d� �u asym-metry. The pion exlusive hannels (M = �) ontribute at z � 1, i.e. outside



2448 V. Uleshhenko, A. Szzurek, J. Spethof the range of the HERMES kinematis and will be ignored here. The pionsfrom deays of light vetor mesons an be important in the ontext of the�d � �u asymmetry. The prodution of � mesons (M = �) seems to be ofpartiular importane. First of all the �0N hannel is know to be the dom-inant exlusive hannel in the �N sattering. Seondly, beause �0 deayspredominantly into two pions it will produe pions with hzi � 12 . A detailedalulation [6℄ shows that the dispersion of the deay-pion z-distribution islarge and therefore this e�et ould be observed at large z where hadroniza-tion rate is rather small. Below as an example we shall onsider the �0 elastiprodution only.The elasti �0-prodution ontribution (diagram () in Fig. 1) to semi-inlusive struture funtion an be written formally asFel;�02 (x;Q2; z) = Q24�2���N!�0N (W;Q2)fdeay(z) : (7)The ross setion for proton and neutron target and their di�erene anbe estimated within the Regge approah as well as in a QCD inspired quark-exhange model. It is not lear a priori what is the appliability range ofthese models. In this short note we shall try to understand the elasti �0meson prodution only within the Regge phenomenology. This requires ananalysis of relevant experimental data for the proton and deuteron targetssimultaneously. While for the proton target there are data in quite a broadkinematial range of x and Q2 [11℄ (although slightly di�erent from theHERMES kinematis), there is almost no data for the deuteron target.We have parametrized the existing experimental data for exlusive �0prodution by means of the following simple Regge-inspired reation ampli-tudeA�V ��N0 �N (�N ! �0N ; t) = i CIP(t)� ss0�"+��1 + ip2 �CIS(t)� ss0��1=2� ��1 + ip2 �CIV(t)� ss0��1=2!�" m2�m2� +Q2# Æ�N0�N Æ�V � (8)with �+� for proton and ��� for neutron, respetively. In pratial applia-tion we shall assume the same t-dependene of CIP, CIS and CIV and take� = m�.The free parameters in Eq. (8) i.e. ", CIP and CIS + CIV have been�tted to the existing experimental data for t-integrated di�erential ross



Semi-Inlusive Prodution of Pions in DIS and �d� �u Asymmetry 2449setion for �0 prodution on hydrogen [11℄. In this �t we have limited tothe experimental data with W > 3 GeV (to avoid resonanes) and Q2 <10 GeV2 (above genuine hard QCD proesses should reveal) and �xed theslope parameter B = 6 GeV�2 in exponential t-distribution whih is knownexperimentally. All other details of the analysis will be disussed in [6℄.

Fig. 3. The �true� (solid) and the modi�ed by the exlusive �0 prodution( �d� �u)=(u� d) as a funtion of Bjorken-x for di�erent z and W = 5 GeV.From the �t to the proton data we have obtained only a sum of theoe�ients CIS + CIV. The separation into the isosalar and isovetor on-tributions annot be done in a model independent way. The size of theisovetor a2-exhange ontribution was estimated long ago for total photo-prodution ross setion (see for instane [10℄). Our Regge model an beapplied to both real and virtual photoprodution and exlusive as well asinlusive ase [6℄. We have used the data for real photoprodution totalross setion and the data for exlusive ! photoprodution to estimate thesize of the isovetor amplitude [6℄ i.e. the strength of a2-reggeon exhange.Although the di�erene of the ross setions for exlusive �0 photopro-dution on the neutron/proton targets alulated with resulting amplitudesis small, its e�et on the �d��uu�d ratio extrated by the HERMES ollabora-tion, shown in Fig. 3, is not negligible at all. We show in the �gure the�measured� HERMES quantity as a funtion of Bjorken-x for a few valuesof z for a �xed W = 5 GeV. As in the ase of the VDM ontribution theQPM term was modi�ed by the fator Q2Q2+Q20 aording to our presriptionfor inlusive struture funtions [8℄.



2450 V. Uleshhenko, A. Szzurek, J. Speth4. ConlusionsThe semi-inlusive prodution of pions was reently used to determinethe �u� �d asymmetry in the nuleon sea. In the present analysis we have in-vestigated a few e�ets beyond the quark-parton model whih may in�uenethe so-extrated asymmetry.Aording to our estimation the interation of the resolved hadron-likeomponent of the photon with the nuleon leads to an arti�ial enhanementof the measured �d��u asymmetry in the region of small x. This enhanementdepends on z very weakly.The elasti prodution of �0 meson is equally important. This e�et,however, modi�es the measured �d � �u asymmetry in the opposite diretionfrom the resolved photon omponent, but the two e�ets anel only withina narrow interval of z. The elasti �0 prodution makes the r.h.s. of Eq. (2)z-dependent invalidating somewhat averaging done in [5℄.Here we have only shortly disussed two e�ets. A more detailed analysisof these two and other e�ets will be presented elsewhere [6℄. Finally we wishto onlude that nonperturbative e�ets beyond QPM may substantiallydisturb the extration of the �d��u asymmetry from semi-inlusive produtionof pions in DIS. Suh an extration requires a arefull ombined analysisinluding many nonpartoni e�ets together with main partoni term.In addition we would like to point out that some of the e�ets disussedin the present paper may also in�uene the extration of the polarized quarkdistributions from semi-inlusive prodution of pions in DIS.We are indebted to the members of the HERMES ollaboration for dis-ussions of their reent results. This work was partially supported by theGerman-Polish DLR exhange program, grant number POL-028-98.REFERENCES[1℄ P. Amaudruz et al. (NMC), Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 2712 (1991).[2℄ A. Baldit et al. (NA51 ollaboration), Phys. Lett. B332, 244 (1994).[3℄ E.A. Hawker et al. (E866/NuSea ollaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 3715(1998).[4℄ A. Szzurek, V. Uleshhenko, Phys. Lett. B475, 120 (2000).[5℄ K. Akersta� et al. (HERMES ollaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5519 (1998).[6℄ A. Szzurek, V. Uleshhenko, J. Speth, to be published.[7℄ R.D. Field, R.P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. D9, 2590 (1977).[8℄ A. Szzurek, V. Uleshhenko, Eur. Phys. J. C12, 663 (2000).[9℄ P. Bosetti et al. (ABBCCHW ollaboration), Nul. Phys. B54, 141 (1973).
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